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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as a part of the MSc in Data Science at the International                
Hellenic University. A literature review on the gap between education and labor market,             
learning analytics, massive open online courses, the ESCO ontology, text representation           
methods and topic modeling is researched. Methods which are used in learning analytics are              
implemented to derive knowledge from the collected data about the skills from ESCO, the              
courses provided by Coursera and job advertisements. The thesis is concluded by commenting             
on the findings and providing ideas for future research 
This work came to fruition through the rigor efforts of multiple people. The first              
person is the supervisor the assistant professor Vassilios Peristeras of the School of Science              
and Technology at the International Hellenic University. A knowledgeable team was created            
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under the efforts of the supervisor which helped in developing creative ideas. Dr. Ioannis              
Magnisalis, who is an research associate in International Hellenic University, was a member             
of the created team, and his valuable was invaluable to the completion of the thesis. Another                
part of the team was the company CogniZone and Agis Papantoniou, who actively helped              
with their expertise and experience in working with data and semantics. The whole structure              
of the team promote the spirit of collaboration between the educational institutions and the              
private sector to develop solutions based on real life problems. 
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1 Introduction 
The employability of the youth graduate is always a concern since it is the most               
difficult part of establishing a successful professional career. The traditional research on the             
field was established mainly on interviews and statistics on data gathered by institutions. But,              
the technological advancements set the ground to access large amounts of information and to              
develop methods to acquire knowledge from the unstructured data. The thesis is consisted             
from the literature review section, the problem definition section, the contribution section and             
the conclusion section. 
The literature review section is consisted from six distinct topics, which are the gap              
between education and labor market, learning analytics, massive open online courses, ESCO            
ontology, the text representation and the topic modeling. The topics are presented in the order               
that have been reported. 
Even before and after the economic recession of 2008, the youth employment is             
seemed to be problematic and the phenomena is attributed to an existing gap between the               
education and job market. Livingstone [39] defines the gap as a reported disparity between the               
acquired knowledge and the opportunities to utilize that knowledge in an engaging and             
compensating environment. The gap between academic and labor market is established           
mainly through interviews with professionals, graduates and academical staff. The reported           
reasons for the gap are; the educational isolation from the professional field, the lack of               
practical experience, the rapid changes in technology and the measurement of success. The             
solution to the gap is to enhance the employability of students. Efforts are made to develop                
curriculum with awareness to the labor market. The most referred solution is the collaboration              
of universities with the private sector in order to enhance the employability. 
Technological advancements are changing every sector by promising greater rates of           
efficiency and the discovery of hidden meaning in the blocks of information. The education              
sector is witnessing the development of Learning Analytics, a stand-alone part of Data             
Mining, to play a major role in the development of education. The learning analytics was               
defined in Learning Analytics and Knowledge’s call for papers as the measurement,            
collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of              
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understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs. Clow [11]             
have urged to view the learning analytics as a loop, where the result of each iteration of the                  
circle will act as the start point of a new process. Learning analytics emerged as a stand-alone                 
academical sector mainly of three reasons, which Ferguson [18] mentioned to be the big data               
revolution, online learning, and the political concerns to measure the educational institutions'            
performance. Verbert et al. [55] refer to the six objectives for learning analytics which are;               
learners’ performance prediction and modeling, relevant resources suggestion, awareness         
boosting, reinforcing the social learning, discovery of learners’ undesirable behavior and the            
identification of the affective states. Learning analytics are divided by Wise et al. [60] into               
two distinctive groups, the embedded analytics, and the extracted analytics. Siemens et al.             
[50] have highlighted that despite the existence of learning analytics for years most initiatives              
are in initial stages. For this reason, they have proposed a five-step sophistication model,              
where each step is more complex than the previous one. Learning analytics has to face four                
distinct challenges which are; the partitioners should develop their learning science           
knowledge, the methods should be developed to be employed in various datasets, analytics             
models should respect the learners’ perspective and the development of ethical guidelines for             
the data. 
A trend in the higher education which spark the interest in learning analytics is the               
availability of Massive Open Online Courses, or better known with the abbreviations            
MOOCs. MOOCs are a type of asynchronous online learning, which often includes a large              
number of learners and provides flexibility for different levels of learners. The institutions are              
willingly participating in MOOCs mainly to expand access to higher education, which would             
consequently lead to achieving brand awareness, and to find a way to new revenue sources.               
On the opposite end of the spectrum, learners are participating as part of their lifelong               
learning, which they regard as a fun intellectual stimulation, and to overcome barriers which              
are set to the traditional education. A division of MOOCs is made into two categories, which                
are the connectivist MOOCs and the xMOOCs. Yuan et al. [63] pinpoints five reasons of               
MOOCs’ emergence; the globalization in education, the growing demand for higher           
education, the shifts to learners’ demographics, the access to personal technology and the             
need of structural changes in education. Finally, the challenges to be faced on MOOCs are;               
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the sustainability of the business model, the pedagogy aspect of the provided courses, the low               
completion rates and the way of assessment and the provision of credits. 
The ESCO classification is collected from the API and is used to extract meaningful              
information out of the gathered data. The digitalization and the technologies advancements            
have brought changes to the labor market and created a new movement for Open Linked Data.                
The ESCO is a classification platform provided by the European Commission, which follows             
the principles of the Open Linked Data. ESCO is an initiative which pursues the creation of a                 
multilingual classification of European Skills, Competencies, Qualifications, and        
Occupations. ESCO involves the use of concepts to define ideas independently of languages             
and the use of terms to express the ideas to one of the 26 supported languages. As it becomes                   
clear, the ESCO is based on three pillars, which are the occupation pillar, the skill pillar, and                 
the qualification pillar. These pillars are interrelated since the relationship between each pillar             
and the rest is a two-way relationship. The qualification pillar is the only pillar which is                
populated by external source content. The initiative aims to enhance the reusability of data              
and the transparency since it can act as an intermediate tool for cross-country data usage. 
The technological advances and digitalization provide ubiquitous access to an          
unprecedented amount of information, which only keeps growing in an exponential rate.            
Information such as texts and images are available for analysis, but it is necessary to change                
to machine native formats in order to acquire results from algorithms. For this reason, two text                
representation techniques are researched, the bag-of-word model and the n-gram model. The            
bag-of-word model is a traditional method to represent a text, which ignores the text structure.               
The model is constructed in two phases. In the first phase, a dictionary is created where every                 
term in the training corpora can be found. The second phase is the computation of weights for                 
the impact of every term. There are reported drawbacks of the bag-of-words representation,             
which are; the dimensionality of vocabulary, uneven distribution of terms, infrequent or            
words out of the dictionary are problematic and difficulties in words which are in multiple               
categories. The second representation model is the n-gram, which Cavnar et al. [9] define as               
an n-gram slice of a longer string. The definition can be viewed as vague since an n-gram can                  
be a character, byte, or word sequence. The n-gram representation has applications on various              
problems such as music, bioinformatics problems or texts’ authorship. Finally, the drawbacks            
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of the aforementioned representation are; the size of the vocabulary and the difficulty in              
finding relationships on distant terms. 
The technological advancements and the development of techniques to represent text           
to machine interpretable way has lead to an unprecedented surge in the number of texts               
available. The number of texts in order to be manageable calls for automated identification of               
thematic structure in corpora. Topic modeling promise to provide the automatic identification            
and three distinct models are researched in the literature review section. The first models are               
the generative probabilistic model called Latent Dirichlet Allocation, better known by the            
abbreviation LDA. LDA builds a topic per document matrix and a words per topic matrix by                
employing Dirichlet distributions. The basic notion to the model are the words, the             
documents, and the corpora. The basic model assumptions are documented by Blei et al. [7]               
and these assumptions are; the dimensionality of the Dirichlet distribution is known and fixed,              
the word probabilities are parameterized by a β matrix which is fixed and should be estimated,                
the Poisson assumption is not critical, and lastly the N randomness is ignored. The estimation               
of the LDA parameters can be calculated through the implementation of various methods. 
The second topic model is the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which is defined by              
Wiemer-Hastings [59] as a technique which results in vector-based representation of texts.            
The core function is the similarity estimation of text pairs by comparing their vector              
representations. Deerwester et al. [12] have developed LSA in hopes of overcoming the             
unreliableness of the models at their time, which were; the incomplete indexing of items, the               
lack of a unanimous solution to problems such as polysemy, and the avoidance of redundancy               
in the data. So, Deerwester et al. [12] suggested considering the unreliability of observed              
term-document association data as a statistical problem. LSA uses the singular-value           
decomposition and provides a left singular vector to map a topic to a document and a right                 
singular vector for word to topic. Questions about LSA have raised in the research which they                
mainly are; the undefined fittest corpora population, the subject of the training corpora, and              
lastly the recognition of negations. 
The last researched topic modeling in the literature review is the non-negative matrix             
factorization (NMF), where it factorizes a non-negative matrix into two separate non-negative            
factor matrices. The non-negative property is the main reason that NMF finds usage in real               
life problems since NMF can be applied to additive problems where the values are non               
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negative. Various differentiations have been suggested to NMF such as semiNMF and            
convex-NMF. The reported weaknesses in the NMF model are the slow convergence and the              
convergence to a local minima. 
The third chapter is dedicated in defining the problem after the explanation of the              
individual parts in the literature review part which was the initiative to formulate an              
experiment. Despite the thorough research on the existence of gap, only recently a trend to               
document the gap through online data has risen. Moreover, there are various ontologies that              
provide a list of skills, but there is no effort to measure the effective of the skill lists. A list                    
which can adequately be able to contain the skills needed in the labor market can act as the                  
basis for online tools to provide services such a course recommendation system based on              
skills. Finally, an attempt was made to find if the skills acquired from the online courses are                 
asked in the labor market. 
The fourth chapter is about the contribution of the thesis to the research of the               
education and labor market. It consists of four different parts which are; the data collection,               
the data preprocess, the modeling and the visualization and interpretation of the results. Data              
are collected from the APIs of ESCO for skills and StackOverflow for job advertisements. In               
order to collect data relevant to the MOOCs, web scraping was applied on Coursera platform.               
The job advertisements dataset was enhanced by using a dataset provided by Vidros et al.               
[56]. The data preprocessing was applied to remove the noise from the text since the format of                 
the text was in HTML. The modeling phase consisted of checking the occurrences of the               
ESCO ontology, implementing LDA on the MOOCs dataset and job advertisements, and an             
effort to check the appliance of the knowledge acquired from MOOCs. Finally, the results              
from the modeling phase are visualized and commented. 
The thesis concludes with two final chapters. The fifth chapter elaborates ways that             
the research can be furthered or used differently. While, the sixth and last chapter is the                
conclusion of the thesis. 
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2 Literature Review 
The literature review section is developed as a mean to provide a theoretical             
background to assist the development of a sound solution to the problem of the gap in the                 
education and work gap. The literature review is consisted from six different parts. The first               
part of the literature review section is focused on researching the gap between the educational               
and labor market, the reasons of the creation and the solutions which are proposed. The               
second part is about the learning analytics since this field researches the education market and               
the results are used to develop innovative solutions for the education sector. The third part is                
about the massive open online courses which is a disruptive innovation that aided in the               
abundance of data in education. The fourth part concentrates to provide the basic notions and               
build an understanding on the ESCO ontology. The fifth part is about text representation              
methods which are part of the experiment and are used to transform the text corpora to a                 
machine interpretable way. The final part presents topic modeling methods to extract            
knowledge from the unlabelled data which are collected. 
 
 
2.1 Gap between educational and labor market 
The economic crisis that started in 2008 has left its marks on every country since               
many countries have witnessed their unemployment rates to skyrocket to high rates. But even              
before the recession, concerns were voiced about the high youth unemployment rates. Even             
highly skilled youths who attended successfully programs of higher education institutions           
found it difficult to transition their route to a strong start in their professional life. These                
reported high rates have raised the academical interest to study the reasons behind and one of                
the main reasons in the studies was the existence of a gap between the academical education                
and the transition to a professional environment. As Kranov et al. [33] have noted the need to                 
bridge the gap because the competency deficiencies restrain industries’ ability to mature,            
innovate, produce timely products, match standards for quality and environmental, cultural           
and societal demands in countries where they operate. 
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A definition of the educational gap and the job market can be found in the work of                 
Livingstone [39]. Specifically, the education-job gaps, as the term is documented, is defined             
as a disparity between the work-related knowledge and the opportunities to utilize that             
knowledge in an engaging and reasonably compensated work. He proceeds to assert that             
underemployment is related to dimensions such as the talent use gaps, involuntarily reduced             
employment, the credential gap and the subjective underemployment. 
There are a handful of researchers that argue the existence of the gap between              
academic institutions and the industry section. The establishment of this idea in some works              
has been done through a series of interviews with students and professionals like Pillutla et al.                
[47]. Following this way, Abdullah [1] displays the existence of the gap in the transition of                
students to professionals through conducting interviews employed and unemployed engineer          
graduates, lecturers and employers in the engineering sector. The interviews with the            
managers surface the concerns about the mismatch in the competencies of graduates. The             
managers were dissatisfied with the reported level of knowledge since the acquired            
knowledge was not applicable and only a small number of candidates were up to the               
challenging professional environment. More serious concerns were expressed for the acquired           
soft skills of the engineers rather than the subject-specific skills. To solve the discrepancy in               
the required skills, costly training programs for the recruits were scheduled. The soft skills              
reported to make smoother and more efficient the training program outcomes to the             
participants. The process of interviews with key individuals in the processes of technology             
transfer between academia and industry was followed by Jones‐Evans et al. [30] to find the               
role of liaison office. 
The reasons that brought up the gap between education and work are numerous. The              
first reason that is pinpointed the isolation of the educational institutions from the industry              
world. Mashayekhi et al. [41] have recognized that bureaucracy leads universities to their             
isolation. The routes to be chosen for a university is to either stay relevant to the world by                  
applying changes continuously in accordance with the professional environment or to be            
isolated and indifferent to the academic sector. Another reason for the creation of the gap is                
the lack of practical appliance of the acquired knowledge. Kinyaduka [32] state that two              
knowledge are identified, which are the know-that and know-how. A gap between            
theory-practice is observed when an individual possesses the know-that, which is the            
understanding of a matter, and lack the know-how, which involves the ability to perform a               
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certain task. A third reason that a gap in educational institutions and the industry sector is the                 
rapid rates of change in technology as Johnson et al. [29] note in their work. They underline                 
the fact that the educational methods in engineering have not changed in the same extent as                
the advancements in technology. Finally, the used measurements of success of the universities             
can be deceiving to some extent since the globalization is changing educations with             
continuous advancements such as Massive Open Online Courses. Mashayekhi et al. [41]            
pinpoint that most metrics around the success of a higher education program are measured at a                
national level and disregard the educational globalization and the need for global metrics. 
In order to shrink the gap, graduates should be employable. Ward et al. [57] express               
that the meaning of the term ‘employable’ has shifted over the years. The limited definition in                
the technological model is focused on a graduate ‘s ability to complete technical tasks as the                
main consideration. The term was processed to ‘employment ready’ model where the            
technical ability is assumed and the emphasis is placed on the generic skills. The shift of the                 
definition is stressed by Dewey [13] statement that education systems, which ‘s the major              
focus is not on development and the perfection of innovation, creativity and administrative             
ability, should be rejected. 
The problems in the existing curriculums are covered by Mashayekhi et al. [41], who              
studied the curriculum in accounting universities. They note that the contemporary           
curriculums is consisted of courses with superficial coverage of outdated content giving            
minimal value to the students. Another problem is that the contemporary system is of a               
rule-based and memorizing testing, which could not train the students for the vague             
professional sector since the development of skills is overlooked and the focus is on              
memorizing textbooks. Students are not adequately exposed to technology in order to develop             
skills and familiarize in this digital era. The last problem that Mashayekhi et al. [41] covers is                 
that the faculty members are often separated from business people and miss on the              
advancement of their sector. 
Taking into account the aforementioned reasons, it is clear that changes in education             
may be mandatory to achieve the shrink of the gap. Designing a syllabus must be continuous,                
dynamic and in association with professional societies and businesses. In this new            
environment, the development of soft skills is of same importance as the knowledge for              
professional success of an individual and the curriculum should provide initiatives to this             
direction. Different teaching methods, the adoption of new courses in the curriculum and the              
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involvement of the private sector are mainly the solutions which are suggested. In other              
words, new teaching methods, collaboration with the private sector. 
Adopting new teaching methods and developing the curriculum in different ways than            
the traditional are proposed to bring shifts into the education. Teaching methods are urged to               
become more personalized with a part of a course aiming to provide a simulation of real life                 
problems as Green et al. [22] have documented. In similar fashion, Johnson et al. [29] have                
proposed an experience learning curriculum which additionally adopts the development of           
professional identity. Specifically, Green et al. [22] have argued that the realization of the              
need for different learning styles based on each person is paramount to the effective teaching.               
They continue to propose the implementation of experiential learning techniques to enhance            
the learning environment. In this way, teachers abandon their traditional role of repeating             
manuals, but they adopt a more active role since they serve as knowledgeable decision makers               
for choosing the optimal learning methods according to the individual learning needs. 
Johnson et al. [29] aim to produce a project-based learning curriculum by developing             
professional competencies. The curriculum should develop the competencies themselves as          
well as the ability to use them in an adequate level in a real-life situation. Students should                 
develop a professional identity since it is the basis for individuals to a continuous refinement               
in the individual’s educational and professional careers. The professional identity is mold            
from a four-stage process, where the individual starts with an idealised perception of the              
profession to a more personalized role that aligns with the individual’s ethic and goals. The               
four-stage process starts with the anticipatory stage, where the individual is idealising the             
profession. The perspective is based on the society members’ perception and this results to an               
incomplete understanding. The next phase is the formal stage, where individuals experience            
formal learning with the target being to get to know the duties, the responsibilities, and               
knowledge of the profession. The role models for understanding the profession become peers             
in reciprocal roles. The third stage is the informal stage where informal expectations which              
are related to the profession are revealed to the individual. The revelation of these              
expectations is taking place through informal interactions with peers, where in this stage peers              
carry the greatest credibility. The last stage is the personal stage, where the individual              
acquires personal role expectations. 
Apart from development of innovative methods in teaching and curriculum          
construction, universities should seek the collaboration with the private sector to provide            
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education that matters in the professional context. Taylor [51] defines the collaboration as a              
joint effort wherein each involving group provides specific products and services towards a             
common goal. Multiple authors are advocates to the participation of the private sector in              
education. Mashayekhi et al. [41] are considering a learning approach that is contemporary to              
the global circumstances and they advocate for a market-based education. In market-based            
education, the syllabus, the students’ activities, the relationship between the academical staff            
and the students and the teaching methods are made compatible according to the needs of the                
labor force for the level of knowledge. Another advocate is Abdullah [1] who argues in favor                
of the involvement of the private sector in training and retraining of employees. The private               
sector should take an active role to address the globalization, liberation and technological             
changes. The purposes of this involvement are the improvement of labor productivity and the              
demand to acquire specific professional skills. 
A curriculum that is developed in collaboration with the private sector has been             
described in the work of Lucia et al. [40] in order to stay relevant in a globalized environment                  
and promote research and development. The university of Zaragoza is related with BSH,             
initially to develop new power converts which resulted to a more closer collaboration. The              
BSH-UZ University Chair shoulders the responsibility to: improve the collaboration, search           
for ways to keep students motivated, improve the teaching staff’s skills, develop new             
educational activities. In order to achieve the responsibilities, plans of activities for the three              
groups of students, faculty and company staff are made. The results of the collaboration are               
encouraging, since the enrollments have increased and the published papers have also been             
boosted. 
A well-planned collaboration can be beneficial to every member as Taylor [51] is             
referring in his work. The university can get up to date practical knowledge about the needs of                 
the industry and changes in these needs, and help in developing module content to suit these                
needs. The students are more motivated because they know that they are acquiring the needed               
skills and are becoming more employable in the process. Industry gets the chance to influence               
academic programs, according to their requirements, and with that they get possible access to              
students with the specific skills that they need. 
In this ever-changing environment with the participation of more members in the            
scheduling of a curriculum, it should be expressed that the discovery of the right balance is of                 
paramount importance. The aid in developing students with whole minds and bodies engaged             
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in learning, who are practiced in understanding in a variety of ways, is the education mandate                
of our times as Goldberg et al. [22] report. Educators have to find the right balance between                 
technical and business knowledge, between theoretical and practical skills, between          
improving the minds of students and training them to be employable. 
 
 
2.2 Learning Analytics 
The world is experiencing the fourth industrial revolution. In this revolution, a fusion             
of technologies is blurring the borders between the physical, digital and biological spheres.             
There is an unprecedented surge in the amount of data that is being created at a very fast pace                   
from various sources in diverse types. The higher education sector has not been unaffected by               
the dawn of this data era as emergence and adoption of new technologies have offered an                
abundance of data. Wook et al. [61] note that these newly generated data conceal values               
which can be revealed through analysis. This analysis can provide insights into the             
educational setting and can assist in picking appropriate teaching methods and academic            
interventions to enhance learner performance and retention. In other words, the use of data              
can improve the value to meet the educational market needs. 
A tool to bring forth value from data to education is learning analytics. Learning              
analytics seems to be a part of data mining, but the interest in learning analytics keeps                
growing and more researchers are actively providing their expertise to develop the sector. In              
Learning Analytics and Knowledge ‘s call for papers, the learning analytics was defined as              
the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their contexts,             
for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it             
occurs. Another definition provided by Vatrapu [54] is the following: “learning analytics is             
the use of intelligent data, learner-produced data, and analysis models to discover information             
and social connections, and to predict and advise on learning”. Finally, Jaakonmäki et al. [28]               
have noted that learning analytics focuses on learning and teaching activities in digital             
supported learning environments and this helps learning and teaching in becoming more            
transparent for all the participants, learners, and teachers. 
The interpretation of the aforementioned definitions about the learning analytics can           
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lead to the conclusion that the learning analytics can be divided into well-defined and              
separated from each other actions. By reading the definitions, the actions can be described as               
linear steps from the initial stage to be the gathering the data to the final to be actions taken                   
considering the extracted knowledge from previous stages. On the hand, Clow [11] is             
proposing a new view closer to traditional business theories that place the stages into a loop.                
The proposed cycle commences with the board term learners in order to refer to students               
enrolled at a university or to any member of a MOOC. The second step is a more general one                   
and is about the data retrieval from learners. The data can be about demographic data,               
postings to forums or the result of an assessment. The third step is the acquisition of metrics                 
and analytics from the retrieved data. This step can utilize different visualizations techniques,             
comparisons of individual performance versus benchmarks and a list of students potent to fail.              
The last step, which is the main difference from Clow ‘s proposition to the learning analytics                
definitions, is the closure of the cycle by formulating interventions based on the metrics to               
achieve a positive impact on learners’ performance. 
 
Picture 1: Clow [11] learning analytics cycle 
As it was mentioned before, learning analytics are closely related to data mining, but              
learning analytics emerge as an individual sector through some factors. Ferguson [18] has             
studied the technological, pedagogical and political/economic drivers that have motivated the           
emergence of learning analytics. These drivers are the big data revolution, online learning             
through MOOCs and the political concerns for the educational institutions to measure,            
demonstrate and improve their performance. From these three drivers, Ferguson [18]           
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concluded to the three different interest groups in learning analytics which are governments,             
educational institutions, and teachers/learners. 
Learning analytics can pave new paths for education by harnessing the results of its              
objectives. Verbert et al. [55] have noted six different objectives for learning analytics. The              
first objective is related to predicting the performance of learners and modeling the learners.              
The prediction ‘s aim is to offer an estimation of a value for the learner’s performance and it                  
can be used to create intelligent tutoring systems that give hints to the learners in               
problem-solving exercises. The second objective is the suggestion of relevant learning           
resources. Recommendation systems, where learner data are analyzed and the suggestion can            
be relevant learning resources or learning paths, can be used for this objective and interest has                
picked up for their use in education. The third objective is boosting the awareness and               
reflection. In this objective, researchers are mainly concerned to analyze and visualize            
different learning indicators. Continuing to the fourth, the peer interaction is taken into             
account, since it is an important factor in the learning process. In other words, the fourth                
objective is the reinforcement of the social learning environments, where researchers are            
deploying social network analysis approach. Another objective of learning analytics is the            
detection of undesirable behavior of learners, such behaviors can be cheating or dropping out              
of the course. Finally, the last objective is the identification of the affective states of a learner.                 
The affective states are boredom, confusion, frustration, eureka, engagement. The          
identification of these states can help in adjusting the pedagogical strategies during the             
learning process. 
In order to satisfy all the interest groups, learning analytics have been divided into two               
different classes by Wise et al. [60]. The two distinct classes are embedded analytics and the                
extracted analytics. The embedded analytics are learners’ activity traces which are integrated            
into the learning environment itself to direct the learners’ participation in real-time.            
Embedded analytics can be applied flawlessly to support metacognitive monitoring during           
participation in the learning activity, but learners can ignore them without any encouragement             
to make use of the embedded analytics. On the other hand, the extracted analytics are               
learners’ activity traces which are presented back to learners for interpretation separately from             
the learning activity, such as a dashboard with performance analytics. 
It becomes clear that the research on learning analytics is popular and around for some               
years. Despite the popularity of the research, most of the learning analytics strategies are still               
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in their initial phases. Siemens et al. [50] have proposed a five-step sophistication model to               
gauge the maturity of learning analytics deployment. The first step is the awareness where              
basic reports are presented and log data are gathered. In the next, the experimentation starts to                
take place where drill down reports and sample dashboards are generated to bring forth a               
visualization of the gathered data. In the third step, students and faculty members have in their                
dispose of cross-platform integrated data by the use of dashboards and various BI reporting              
tools. The fourth step is where the organizational transformation is happening by the             
deployment of predictive models and personalized learning is achievable. The last step is the              
sector transformation where the data sharing capabilities have grown to support open data.             
Each step of the proposed sophistication model is different from the previous in the achieved               
impact as a consequence of its complexity. 
 
 
Picture 2: Siemens [50] learning analytics sophistication steps 
There are challenges to be faced in developing the learning analytics. Ferguson [18] is              
concerned with four distinct challenges. The first challenge for learning analysts is to develop              
their learning science knowledge. Learning analytics can develop solutions in optimizing           
learning, but the key to successfully optimizing learning is through the researchers building             
knowledge with the learning sciences. The knowledge of the learning process, ways to assist              
that process and important factors take a major part in learning optimization. This has the               
potential to be a two-way process, with learning analytics helping to form the basis for good                
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learning design, effective pedagogy, and increasing student self-awareness. There are          
researches that can be included in this first category. An example of this is Vatrapu [54] effort                 
to present the effect of culture in learning analytics. The second challenge is stemming from               
optimizing the environments in which learning occurs and has to do with the development of               
methods that can be deployed in a wide range of datasets. The data revolution brings forth                
more challenging datasets from different sources. These datasets need to be investigated to             
bring value such as the prediction of the learner’s mood. Another challenge is that the               
perspective of learners should be taken into account in developing analytics related to their              
needs, rather than to the needs of institutions. The criteria in determining a successful learning               
outcome should be extended beyond the traditional ones, such as grades, and include             
motivation, satisfaction, and meeting career goals. Another extension in this particular           
challenge can be the assessment to be based on developing skills rather than looking in the                
past to pass a grade. To achieve this will require methods of reporting on and visualizing                
analytics that can be easily understood by learners, that is personalized and that is clearly               
linked with ways of improving and optimizing their learning. The fourth and last challenge is               
relevant in any sector of the data revolution and has to do with the development of a clear set                   
of ethical guidelines for the data. The ownership and stewardship of data and the learners’               
rights on the data are still unclear. There is no agreed method for researchers to obtain                
informed and ongoing consent to the use of data, and there are no standard procedures               
allowing learners to opt out or to have their analytic record cleared. Haythornthwaite [24]              
focuses on information policies on learning analytics, where four different policies are            
explained. These policies are about the protection of the data records and individual privacy,              
the disclosure of information gathering and use, the access to the records and the amendment               
and removal of the records. 
In conclusion, the dawn of the data era has led to the emergence of the wide use of                  
data mining. Learning analytics have deployed data mining techniques in order to develop             
traditional learning. This development can happen through different objectives of learning           
analytics, such as the performance of a learner can be available faster than the traditional test                
where the grade is available only after taking a test. Two different categories of learning               
analytics exist, which are embedded analytics and extracted analytics. Learning analytics           
strategies can pass through five sophistication stages, but most of the current strategies are in               
the initial steps. There are different challenges to be addressed by the researchers to ensure the                
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best implementation of learning analytics. All in all, learning analytics is still a promising              
field to research, since they can be applied in a wide range such as for professional learning as                  
Ley et al.[36] have mentioned. 
 
 
2.3 Massive Open Online Course 
The different parts of society, for instance, technology and education, are interlinked            
with each other and a change in one part can have an effect on the rest of society.                  
Globalization is a phenomenon which has redefined the rules that the competition is based              
and has rendered highly skilled labor as a deciding factor for success. Globalization has been               
studied for years and proved to have effects on society, but these effects have become               
prominent with the emergence of new technologies. New technologies seem to defy the             
traditional limitations such place or time and provide new opportunities for everyone. The             
need for highly skilled labor and the new technologies have been factors for disruptive              
innovation to answer the needs. Education could not have been unaffected from the             
aforementioned changes. On the other hand, education models are been redefined to meet the              
new surfaced needs and incorporate the use of new technologies.  
One of the disruptive innovation in education that surfaced was the online courses that              
anyone could take in any place, that innovation was named MOOC. The term Massive Open               
Online Courses (MOOCs) was first proposed in 2008 by Dave Cormier to define the venture               
of Siemens and Downes to launch the course named “Connectivism and Connective            
Knowledge” [Rodriguez, 48]. A MOOC is a model for providing educational content online             
publicly available to anyone who wants to take a course, without a limitation on attendance.               
Various tools are used to have a MOOC come to fruition, since web-based technologies,              
video presentations, computer-based assessment, and online communication forums are used          
to connect, support and guide learners to achieve their individual goals. In other words, this is                
a type of asynchronous online learning, which often includes a large number of learners and               
provides flexibility for different levels of learners [3]. 
MOOCs are being built on the concept of unconstrained education for anyone, which             
leads to investigating the motives of the participating educators. Yuan et al. [63] mention that               
institutions have been involved in engaging and experimenting with MOOCs to expand access             
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to higher education. The expansion of the universities’ reach can lead to achieving branding              
awareness and it is a form of marketing. Potential new revenue streams can be found in this                 
opportunity such as certification fees or premium services provided to learners. Moreover,            
Chen [10] refers that MOOCs assist higher education policy-makers in dealing with the             
budget constraint issues and potentially lowering the cost of degree courses by experimenting             
with inexpensive and low-risk higher education forms. 
It is always necessary to understand the motives of the participants in order to offer               
solutions answering the participants’ needs. The participants in MOOCs are learners who can             
register without any constraint. Belanger et al. [6] have studied the motives of participants by               
surveying the Duke University course offered by Coursera. Four distinct factors are            
mentioned in their work. The first motive of the participants is understanding of a particular               
matter or supporting their lifelong learning without any particular expectation on completing            
the course or gaining any achievement. Moreover, fun, entertainment, social experience, and            
intellectual stimulation are pinpointed to stimulate the interest to participate in an online             
course. Continuing to the third motive, participants of MOOCs may try to overcome the              
barriers which are set in the traditional education. Online learning can be a convenience to               
such learners. Lastly, the experience of participating in prestigious universities courses or the             
sheer interest of participating in online education is the last motive of participants. 
MOOCs are mainly divided into two different categories in the bibliography. The first             
course designed by Siemens and Downes and other courses that followed are included into              
connectivist MOOCs category. This type of courses was connectivist, student-driven, chaotic           
and open-ended as described by Fini [19] in his research on CCKO08. On the other hand,                
there are well-known platforms such as Coursera, Edx, and Udacity which provide xMOOCs.             
The terminology for the different type of MOOCs was proposed by Stephen Downes in order               
to discern cMOOCs from the emergence of other courses [Rodriguez, 49]. Unlike cMOOCs,             
xMOOCSs are based on cognitive-behaviorist and social constructivism approaches and are           
web pages in which the instructor provides courses to a large number of learners through               
video courses. Rodriguez [48] mentions that this type of courses are less interactive and              
follow a more conventional understanding as a result of a large number of learners. Finally,               
the aforementioned types with the development of MOOCs are unable to describe effectively             
the new variants of courses that emerge and Altinpulluk et al. [4] have referred to twenty                
different variants in their work. 
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The emergence of MOOC indicates a shift of interests in social, economic and             
technological developments in education in an international context. Moreover, the          
opportunity for open education can provide access to higher education for all and address the               
issues and challenges of an ever-changing environment that needs innovative ways to deliver             
and access to higher education. Yuan [63] includes five changes which are the globalisation              
and the increased momentum for internationalisation in higher education, the growth in            
demand for higher education, the changing learner demographics as a cause of the emergence              
of the lifelong adult learners, the increased access to personal technology and social media              
and lastly the need for changes in higher education ‘s implemented economic model in order               
to be affordable. 
MOOCs have been described as a disruptive innovation through the works between            
2012 and 2014. In 1995, Bower et al. [8] offered a description to the reasons why some                 
innovations disrupt the current markets at the expense of incumbent players. The case seemed              
to hold for the MOOCs, since the combination of wider societal adoption of communication              
via Internet technologies, changing funding models and the development of new business            
models were factors to leverage this opportunity. 
But as time passed, the MOOCs have grown to become significantly large in their              
numbers and attract people. In 2016, Class Central reported that 58 million students were              
subscripted for a MOOC, 700 universities were taking part by offering a course online and               
6850 courses could be found. The same numbers for the next year were increased to 81                
million students, 800 universities and 9.400 courses. The sharp increase of the participants in              
the MOOCs’ community is a testification that MOOCs are still gaining popularity. 
There can be various applications to further develop MOOCs to exploit the MOOCs             
potential in full. But, there are issues and challenges to be taken into account. Yuan et al. [63]                  
are focused on four different challenges. The first one is the sustainability of this new learning                
method since the business models are unclear. Suggestions, some of which have been realized              
from the publication date, are the partnership with higher education institutions and charging             
students a fee for certificate a fee for certificates or providing premium services. The second               
concern is about the pedagogy aspect of MOOCs since sound organizational approach should             
be ensured and the development of innovative mechanisms might be required. Furthermore,            
the completion rates are an issue along with an uncertain quality in MOOCs. MOOCs lack               
structure and rarely include the central role of the instructor. The high dropouts rate can be a                 
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secondary issue if the aim is to provide free access to higher education. The last issue,                
mentioned by Yuan et al. [63] has to do about the assessment and the provided credit. The                 
limited resources allocated to MOOCs cannot support open-ended answering, but quizzes           
seem to offer a solution. Moreover, credits are not allocated to learners for completing courses               
towards the acquisition of a degree qualification. 
Various implementations are proposed by the academic community to mitigate the           
problems and challenges in MOOCs. Zhang et al. [65] have been concerned by the size and                
diversity in the learners body and proposed an automatic segmentation of MOOC lectures in              
the hope of a more customized learning. MOOC resources are offering a wide variety of               
modalities such videos and slides, which can address the different learning styles of learners.              
Zhang et al. [65] by using the hue, saturation, and value (HSV) histogram and a horizontal                
projection technique are developing a tool to automatically partition lectures as a step towards              
customized learning. 
MOOCs are reported to have high percentages of dropout rates and there are efforts to               
tackle this phenomenon. Palven [45] implements a tree-decision classification, ID3 algorithm,           
to define if a student is interested or not. The classification uses the mapping of course and                 
student data and compares the view time and total time of mapping with a threshold to decide                 
the outcome. 
MOOCs are gathering the interest of a growing number of institutions and the             
organization of the resources takes a great amount of effort in order to be in line with a                  
pedagogical model. Alharbi et al. [3] compare the state-of-the-art topic segmentation models            
to structure lecture resources. These models are C99, LCSEG, MCS, BSEG, BSEG in             
combination with DC and STM. Two metrics, Pk and the stricter WindowDiff, to compare the               
performance of the segmentation models on the dataset from physics and economics. The             
combination of BSEG and DC scored the best score since it is the model which utilizes                
linguistic cues. 
Concerns are stemmed from the various backgrounds of the learners. Pan et al. [46]              
have suggested the automatically dig out the prerequisite relationships between knowledge           
concepts from the course space. The used features are the semantic relatedness by the              
calculating the normalized cosine distance, the video reference distance to quantify how a             
term is referred by videos of another term, the sentence reference distance, the Wikipedia              
reference distance, the average position distance, the distributional asymmetry distance, and           
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the complexity level distance. Four classification models, which are SVM, Naive Bayes,            
Logistic Regression and Random Forest, are compared. 
Educators and learners are forced by the continuous advances in information and            
communication technologies to break the constraints of time, space and environment and            
MOOCs is a tool towards these advances as Lin et al. [38] have noted. Yuan et al. [63] have                   
underlined that the MOOCs are rooted within the ideals of openness in education, the free               
share of knowledge, and the desire to learn should disregard demographic, economic, and             
geographical constraints. 
 
 
2.4 ESCO Ontology 
ESCO is a European Commission initiative to create a multilingual classification of            
European Skills, Competencies, Qualifications, and Occupations as stated by European          
Commission [17]. The product of ESCO classification is to pinpoint and classify skills,             
competencies, qualification, and occupations which are relevant to the European education           
and labor market. The initiative was created by the European Commission. 
A multilingual classification can provide aid and offer ease to every participant            
member in the labor market. The Commission created the initiative having in scope five              
beneficial factors. Firstly, ESCO can enhance the communication between the education           
sector and the job market, since the European Union is a multilingual union of countries.               
Secondly, a greater rate of mobility can be achieved in Europe since the use of ESCO can                 
overcome the barriers to communication. Moreover, ESCO will not only ease the mobility of              
people, but it can make data available to a greater audience. ESCO can provide a solution to                 
make data more transparent and easily available for use by numerous stakeholders, such as              
public employment services or statistical organizations. Furthermore, ESCO promotes the          
exchange of data between employers, job seekers, and education providers, since the barrier             
of language and country can be bypassed. Finally, ESCO can support the development of              
evidence-based policymaking, since it enhances the collection, comparison and dissemination          
of data in statistical tools and enables a better analysis of skills supply and demand on big                 
data. 
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ESCO has structured around three pillars, which are the occupations pillar, the            
knowledge, skills, and competencies pillar and the qualifications pillar. These pillars are            
interrelated since each pillar is related to a two-way relationship with the two remaining              
pillars. The aforementioned structure enables the organization of terminology for the labor            
market and the academical sector in a consistent, transparent and usable way. 
 
Picture 3: European Commission [17 ] ESCO 3 pillars 
ESCO development is taking advantage of two distinctions to be effective, concepts            
and terms. A concept is defined as a thing, idea or shared understanding of something and is                 
independent of the language. On the other hand, a term is linguistically dependent and is               
nothing more than the description of a concept in a language. An example to clarify the                
distinction is that a concept is a person baking and selling bread, but the terms in different                 
languages are “baker” in English or “boulanger” in French. ESCO maps each concept to at               
least one term in all the supported languages. A concept can be defined by more than one term                  
in a language, therefore ESCO contains several terms per concept. The ESCO data model              
distinct each term but connects all terms with a concept. 
The terms in ESCO can be classified into two categories, preferred or non-preferred             
terms. A preferred term is the one for each of the 26 languages in ESCO that each occupation                  
and skill concept is mapped. A preferred term is unique since it is not reused for different                 
occupations or skills. Moreover, the term, which is the fittest to describe a concept, is chosen                
out of a group of terms with similar meaning. On the other hand, languages refer to the same                  
concept with more than one term and ESCO contains several terms per concept. In other               
words, non-preferred terms can be synonyms, spelling variants, abbreviations, and other           
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linguistic idioms. These terms are valuable since they are used by job seekers, employers or               
educational organizations to describe a preferred term. 
The first pillar to be described is the occupations pillar. The pillar aims to provide a                
description for all the relevant occupations and 2.942 occupations are described by ESCO v1.              
It should be noted that an occupation is different than a job. The International Labour Office                
[27] has defined an occupation as a set of jobs whose main tasks and duties are characterized                 
by a high degree of similarity. In contrast, a job is a set of tasks and duties carried out by one                     
person for a particular employer. Various occupations are included in ESCO such as             
self-employed, volunteer-based, arts and crafts occupations, and even political mandates. 
Each occupation concept is meant to describe the meaning of the occupation and is              
followed by a useful size of metadata. An ESCO occupation is defined by the main idea of                 
what the particular occupation is about and how it differs from the rest of occupations. For                
this distinction, description and scope note are used. A description provides a short             
explanation of the meaning of the occupation. The major importance of the description is that               
it sets the semantic boundaries of an occupation. Consequently, a description is always             
provided for every occupation. A scope note in ESCO is sometimes used to make concepts               
easier to be grasped. It clarifies specialisms that are considered to be within the scope and can                 
point the user to similar occupations that are out of the scope of an occupation. 
The occupation pillar is related to the knowledge, skill and competence concepts since             
each occupation is mapped to essential and optional knowledge, skill and competence.            
Essential are fundamental knowledge, skills, and competencies which are relevant to an            
occupation regardless of the work context, employer and country. On the hand, optional are              
those knowledge, skills, and competencies that can be relevant in an occupation depending on              
the employer, working context or country. The optional skills are valuable in job-matching             
since they indicate the diversity of jobs within the same occupation. 
The second pillar to ESCO is the knowledge, skills, and competencies, or the skill              
pillar. This pillar provides a comprehensive list of skills relevant to the European labor market               
and lists 13.485 skills in ESCO v1. The skills pillar incorporates knowledge, skills, and              
competencies that are defined as in a European Directive [3]. Knowledge is the body of facts,                
principles, theories, and practices which are related to a field of work. The term is described                
as theoretical or factual and is the result of the assimilation of information through learning.               
Furthermore, a skill is the ability to implement knowledge and use know-how to complete              
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tasks and resolve issues. There are cognitive skills, such as logical and creative thinking, but               
there are practical skills which demand the manual dexterity and use of materials and tools.               
Finally, a competence is the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal abilities in               
real life situations, and in professional and personal growth. 
The skills pillar contains numerous information, but the most intriguing is the            
reusability level. There are skills that can be applied into a wide range of occupation, but there                 
are sector specific skills which cannot translate to a different sector. The reusability level              
showcases how widely a knowledge, skill or competence concept can be applied. This             
indicator is of a crucial importance in supporting occupational mobility and is divided into              
four categories. The first category is the transversal knowledge, skills, and competencies and             
they are associated with a wide range of occupations and economic sectors. The             
aforementioned skills are the cornerstone for personal development of an individual and can             
also be found as basic or soft skills. The transversal skills are divided into a hierarchical                
structure of thinking, language, application of knowledge, social interaction and attitudes           
values. Continuing to the second category is the cross-sector skills and competencies are             
relevant to occupations across several economic sectors. The third category is sector-specific            
skills and competencies, are solely relevant to one sector, but they expand into more              
occupations within that sector. The last category is the occupation-specific skills and            
competencies which are implemented only within one occupation. The skill contextualization           
is a method to bring forth more details to the rather abstract transversal skills in order to able                  
to make use of these skills in occupational profiles. 
The last of the three pillars targets to compile existing information on qualifications.             
The ending result of the pillar is to supply a comprehensive list of qualifications relevant to                
the European labor market. This is the only pillar that is populated exclusively by external               
sources in contrast with the occupations and skills pillars which make use of data which are                
created by the European Commission. 
The external sources that provide the content of the qualifications pillar are the             
National qualifications databases of the Member States and other qualifications provided by            
awarding bodies. Member States are encouraged to develop national qualifications databases           
and to interconnect them with ESCO. Other qualifications can hail from awarding bodies             
which are not part of national qualification framework but they deemed as important to the               
European labor market. 
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The digitalization and the increase in computing power have changed the labor market             
and have brought forth movements such as Open Data and Linked Open Data. The European               
Commission is a favor advocate of Open Data for four reasons. The first reason is that the                 
reusability of the open data in new products and services has significant potential. Secondly,              
the availability of data to the public can result in innovative solutions and address societal               
challenges. Another reason is the efficiency gains in sharing data inside and between public              
administrations. Lastly, Open Data can foster the participation of citizens in political and             
social life and increase transparency. 
For this reason, Linked Open Data provides an opportunity to harness the advantages             
of the new movement and ESCO is developed as a Linked Open Data platform. The Open                
Linked Data is defined as a methodology of Semantic Web to literally link open data. This                
methodology requires that a published model should comply with three principles which are             
the disambiguity in the semantics, uniqueness of data and the backward compatibility. The             
ESCO initiative serves the aforementioned principles. The scope disambiguation is achieved           
through using descriptions and scope notes in every pillar. The uniqueness of concept             
identifiers is achieved by implementing the URI syntax, where every URI is unique over the               
web, allows the link of data between different sources and is persistent. The backward              
compatibility in ESCO is achieved by following the W3C policy about persistent URIs. In              
other words, URIs are consistent when there is assurance that they would be provided. 
 
2.5 Text representation methods 
2.5.1 Bag-of-words method 
Bag-of-words model is a widely utilized and effective technique in Information           
Retrieval to represent a text. Lately, the aforementioned technique has expanded and is used              
in images representation. The model is called a “bag” because it generally disregards the text               
structure as Mehler et al. [42] notes and is focused on the existence of words in the document.                  
The core of the model is the idea that the content alone is enough to extract information about                  
the documents and that similar document share similar terms. Two points are vital in the               
construction of the model. The first point is the creation of a vocabulary of known words and                 
the second one is a way to measure the impact of every term. 
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Giannakopoulos et al. [21] describe the employment of the model in detail. The             
bag-of-words model is aggregating the set of unique words, W, that are present in the given                
collection of documents, D. The next phase of the model is the representation of each               
document,d​i​, in the corpora as a vector of the size of the previously extracted vocabulary |W|.                
In other words, the first phase is creating the vocabulary and the second assigns a score to                 
encode a text into a vector. 
The second phase can differ since there are different methods of assigning a score to               
the vector. Giannakopoulos et al. [21] are referred to three methods of assign scores. The first                
one is the binary value, which indicates the occurrence of a word in the corresponding               
document. The second method is the assignment of an integer which counts the instances that               
a term occurs in the document. The last method is more sophisticated than the previous ones                
and is widely applied and developed by the academic works. 
That last method is the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and           
was developed to address the shortcomings of its predecessors. Highly frequent words carry a              
higher value and start dominating the document despite the information that they carry in the               
frequency scoring. These frequent words are penalized in the IDF phase, where rarer words              
carry greater values as Le et al. have elaborated [35]. 
The bag-of-words model has its own limitations that should be accounted when a             
model is constructed. Heap et al. [25] are concerned with four different drawbacks of the               
model. Firstly, the size of the vocabulary in the word-of-bag model determines the size of the                
vectors of the words. The increased dimensionality of the vectors can lead to an increase in                
the training time or produce negligible probabilities. Another problem can surface in the             
uneven class distribution of words, where the model is biased towards the larger classes.              
Moreover, words which are rare and out of the built vocabulary are problematic. Infrequent              
words hardly give information to an algorithm to determine their influence. Words that do not               
occur in the training corpora are not included in the vocabulary and they are ignored. Finally,                
bag-of-words can be problematic in text classification, where terms can be included in             
multiple classes. 
All in all, bag-of-words model is popular in text representation in Information            
Retrieval. The model demands the creation of a vocabulary of the distinct words in corpora to                
provide the texts vectors. Bag-of-words model can have some drawbacks, but there are ways              
to mitigate these drawbacks. 
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2.5.2 N-gram method 
Apart from the bag-of-words model, another widely used text representation technique           
is the n-gram. In the context of document classification, the basic concept, as ​Cavnar ​et al. [9]                 
have mentioned, is to identify n-grams whose occurrence in a text gives strong or weak               
relation to the identification of the text being classified to a particular category. Abou-Assaleh              
et al. [2] express that n-gram does not solely capture statistics about the length of the string,                 
but the overlapping n-grams help in capturing frequencies of longer strings. Different types of              
n-grams exist such as character, byte, or word n-grams that can fit various problems. ​Cavnar               
et al. [9] generally define n-grams as an n-gram slice of a longer string. 
Kešelj et al. [31] note that n-gram models can find use to any language, as well as to                  
non-language sequences such as DNA sequences. The previous statement may seem like an             
exaggeration, but the presentation of the wide variety of application of the n-gram can prove               
differently. One application was suggested in the work of Nelson et al. [44], where the n-gram                
was used to represent music for a database. Abou-Assaleh et al. [2] suggested the model as a                 
tool in finding malicious programs. Malicious code programmers employ certain tools to            
write and compile their code, features of the code which are specific to these tools can be                 
detected as n-grams. Moreover, the code snippet can be processed by an n-gram analysis to               
find the programmer. Finally, bioinformatics makes extensive use of n-gram representation,           
since the problems are various such as genome sequence classification, segmenting protein            
amino acid sequences, retrieving genomic sequences stored in large biological databases or            
identifying pathogenesis islands in bacterial genomes. 
Another problem where n-gram is implemented to search for a solution is the             
identification of the author of texts whose authorship is in doubt. The work of Kešelj et al [31]                  
is really intriguing since it involves the representation of texts from three different languages              
which are English, Greek, and Chinese. The profiles of author and documents were             
constructed using the L most frequent n-grams and their normalized frequencies. For the             
training phase, documents which were written by the same author were concatenated in order              
to proceed in extracting the n-grams for the author profile. Each document in the test set was                 
compared to each author profile from the training set by measuring their dissimilarity by              
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computing a distance measure. The document was labeled as belonging to the most similar              
author profile. Kešelj et al. [31] reported 100% accuracy for numerous profiles in the English               
set. The n-gram representation was ineffective in the Chinese corpora due to Chinese             
characters being two bytes long, which left the majority of the n-gram with no sensible strings                
in Chinese. 
N-gram representation displays some disadvantages that should be taken into account           
when applying the model. The vocabulary of a language can be really large and even smaller                
values of n can lead to an enormous number of parameters in the model. Averbuch et al [5]                  
have mentioned in their development of speech recognition system with a vocabulary of             
20.000 words that the employment of a 3-gram model result in over eight trillion parameters.               
Moreover, n-gram representation is unable to find relationships between words which are            
distant and escape the n window. Finally, smoothing techniques are a common            
implementation to extract semantic meaning alongside with n-gram, a fact that indicates a             
structural problem with the n-gram model.  
 
 
2.6 Topic modeling methods 
A need has recently surfaced for automated identification of thematic structure in            
corpora such as text or digital images. The growth in digitalization of objects and storage of                
data and the convenience to navigate through large data sets. Topic models are providing a               
solution to the aforementioned need since they are generative models which have latent topic              
variables upon which the observed data are conditioned. The structure that is provided by the               
topic modeling are humanly interpretable and provides relationships between topics and           
documents and between topics and data tokens. 
 
 
2.6.1 Latent Dirichlet Analysis 
Blei et al. [7] considered the problem of modeling text corpora and aimed to provide               
short descriptions of the members of a collection while the essential statistical relationships             
still being preserved. Their offered contribution was the development of the Latent Dirichlet             
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Allocation, better known by the abbreviation of LDA. The LDA is a generative probabilistic              
model of a corpus. The basic notion that is used to return the short description of a text is that                    
the documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is              
characterized by a distribution of words. In a more simplistic way, LDA builds a topic per                
document model and words per topic model by implementing Dirichlet distributions. 
The terminology that is most commonly used in LDA refers to notations such as              
“words”, “documents” and “corpora”. Despite the close association of the previous notations            
to texts, LDA is not limited only on texts application. Other applications are composed by a                
collection of data and an example is the content-based image retrieval. The formal definition              
of the three notations are: 
❖ A word is the basic unit of discrete data and is defined to be an item from a vocabulary                   
indexed as {1,...,V}. The words are represented as unit-basis vectors that have a single              
component equal to one and the rest of the components equal to zero. Thus, the vector                
for the word in the v position would be a vector such that w​v​=1 and w​u​=0 for u≠v. 
❖ A document is composed by a sequence of N words and is denoted by w={w​1​,...w​N​}               
where w​N​ is the nth word in the sequence. 
❖ A corpus is the collection of M documents denoted by D={w​1​,...,w​M​} 
 
The LDA follows the following generative process for each document w in a corpus              
D: 
1) The length of the document is modeled in Dirichlet distribution. Choose N ∿             
Poisson(ξ). 
2) The probability of a "word" in that document belongs to a certain topic is generated by                
the Dirichlet distribution. Choose θ ∿ Dir(α). 
3) For each of the words of a document, N, it holds that: 
❏ Choose a topic z​n​ ∿ Multinomial(θ). 
❏ For each topic, a categorical distribution over all M words in a dictionary is              
sampled from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with concentration parameter.         
Blei et al. [7] mentioned the above process as choosing a word w​n from              
p(w​n​|z​n​,β), a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic z​n​. 
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Several assumptions are made in the basic model to simplify the process by Blei et al                
[7]. Firstly, the dimensionality k of the Dirichlet distribution is assumed to be known and               
fixed. Moreover, the word probabilities are parameterized by a k x V dimensions matrix β               
where β = p(w​j​=1|z​i​=1), which are treated as a fixed quantity that is to be estimated.                
Furthermore, the Poisson assumption is not critical to anything that follows and more realistic              
document length distributions can be used as needed. Finally, the sequence of a document, N,               
is independent of all the other data generating variables such as θ and z, thus N randomness                 
will be ignored in the sequence development. 
Later, the previous assumptions changed and the model improved and allowed the            
automated topic discovery rather than merely attribution of documents to prior determined            
topics. This version is called smoothed LDA and it is the most applied method. A               
k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable θ can take values in the (k −1)-simplex and this              
simplex ‘s density probability is the the following: 
 
where a is a vector of k dimension with its element being values greater than zero and Γ(x) is                   
the Gamma function. The Dirichlet is an appropriate distribution on the complex, since the              
complex has finite dimensional sufficient statistics and is conjugate to the multinomial            
distribution. 
The joint distribution of a topic mixture, θ, a set of N topics, z, and a set of N words,                    
w, given the parameters α and β are computed as: 
 
where the probability p(z​n​|θ) is simply θ​i for the unique i such that z​i​n​=1. The next step the                  
calculation of the marginal distribution of a document by integrating over θ an summing over               
z: 
Finally, the probability of a corpus is obtained by deriving the product of the marginal               
probabilities of single documents as: 
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 In the previous process, the parameters α and β are defining the corpus and sampled               
once in the generation process process of a document. The θ​d variables are defining each               
document and are sample once per document. Finally, the world variables z​dn and w​dn are               
sampled once for each word in each document. 
The estimation of LDA parameters can be carried out by applying various methods.             
For instance, Griffiths et al [23] applied the Gibbs Sampling. Gibbs Sampling is an algorithm               
that uses a Monte Carlo Markov-chain in order to generate a sample from a joint distribution                
when the only effective computation that can be calculated is the conditional distributions of              
each variable. Another option to estimate the LDA parameters was done in the work of Minka                
et al [43], where Expectation - Maximization (EM) algorithm was used. The EM algorithm              
obtains the parameter estimation of graphical models and is used in unsupervised learning.             
Basically, the EM algorithm discovers the maximum the maximum likelihood estimates of            
parameters. Lastly, Zhai et al [64] have applied Varational Bayes method in the training phase               
of LDA. The Varational Bayes method implements a parametric approximation to the            
posterior distribution of the parameters and the latent variables and tries to optimize the fit to                
the observed data. 
All in all, LDA is an unsupervised generative probabilistic method for modeling a             
corpus and is widely applied as a topic modeling method. Essentially, LDA is a hierarchical               
Bayesian model that represents each document w in a corpus, D as a "bag of words" of                 
variable length (N) with a particular mixture of k topics. Various methods are used in the                
training phase to obtain the parameters estimation. Each document belongs not to a single              
cluster, but to a mixture of topics as Erosheva et al [16] noted. The weights allocated to each                  
topic have a prior given by the Dirichlet distribution. 
 
 
2.6.2 Latent Semantic Analysis 
A topic modeling that is widely used is the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which is               
described by Wiemer-Hastings [59] as a technique that creates vector-based representation of            
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texts. These vectors are aiming to capture the semantic content of the texts. The principal role                
of LSA is to estimate the similarity of text pairs by comparing their vector representations.               
The latent semantic structure analysis starts with a matrix of terms by documents. This matrix               
is then analyzed by singular value decomposition to derive our particular latent semantic             
structure model.  
Deerwester et al. [12] developed the LSA by trying to provide a solution to the users’                
needs to retrieve texts on the basis of the conceptual content and mitigate the unreliableness of                
the models which use individual words. The automatic indexing models at the time presented              
three factors that were not operating optimally. The way index items were identified was              
incomplete and was the first factor. The terms that described a document contained only a               
fraction of the terms that users use when looking up. This phenomenon is derived by the fact                 
that a document does not contain all the terms that a user may apply on their search. The                  
attempts to deal with the synonymy problem depend on automatic query expansion or the              
implementation of a thesaurus. Another factor is the lack of a standard accepted solution to               
deal with polysemy. The most common approach to deal with polysemy is the use of human                
as intermediaries to provide a translation. It should be noted that this approach can be               
expensive, but the effectiveness can be questionable. The last factor is more technical and has               
to do with the independence of each term. The scoring of success fails to take redundancy into                 
account and the results can be distorted. 
Deerwester et al. [12] came with the idea to overcome the aforementioned deficiencies             
by considering the unreliability of observed term-document association data as a statistical            
problem. An assumption is made that an underlying latent semantic structure exists and is              
partially obscured by the randomness of word choice with respect to retrieval. Statistical             
techniques are implemented to estimate the latent structure and deal with the obscuring noise              
of the texts. 
LSA involves the usage of the singular-value decomposition as Deerwester et al. [12]             
have elaborated in their work. A large matrix, which contains the association data between the               
terms and the documents, is constructed to represent terms and documents that are closely              
related near one another. The major associative patterns that are hidden in the data are               
arranged into the space by the implementation of singular-value decomposition, but the less             
important influences can be ignored. Consequently, terms that did not occur in a text still have                
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a chance ending up close to the text, if that is consistent with the major patterns of association                  
in the data. The position in the space serves as the new semantic indexing. 
The left singular vectors provide the relevance of a topic to a document and the right                
singular vectors the relevance of a word to a topic. The singular values indicate the               
significance of the topic within the corpus. Truncating the decomposition to K topics allows              
retention of significant thematic structure while reducing noise. 
X⋍U​Κ​Σ​Κ​V​Κ​Τ 
X might be reweighted to mitigate the impact of non-thematically relevant features. A widely              
implemented choice is TF-IDF weighting method which mitigates the impact of frequent            
words. 
The LSA is may be popular as a topic modeling, but it is not issue-freed and                
Wiemer-Hastings et al. [59] have reached some of these issues. The first issue which comes               
into the surface has to do with the optimal size of the training corpora. There are numerous                 
instances that effective LSA application has been produced by only using a relatively small              
corpus. However, there is not an accepted standard on the ideal size of the corpora and the                 
prevailing rule is that the more documents the better it would be. Consequently, a follow-up               
issue has to do with the kind of texts in the corpora. The common advice is the use of texts                    
which are relevant to the particular target task. Moreover, the goal of achieving the sufficient               
coverage of the words which may be encountered in the application phase points to the               
direction of providing domain-specific texts. Another concern is that LSA treats a text as a               
bag of words and the syntactic structure of sentences and the word order is ignored. Another                
notable issue is that LSA does not take into account negations. The negations are ignored               
either because they are omitted from the LSA training by the implementation of a stop-words               
list, or because their widespread use throughout a corpus renders them representationally            
depleted. Lastly, the meaning of the dimensions of LSA is an issue. Because the dimensions               
represent hidden variables, there is no clear definition. Moreover, there is a high correlation              
between the first dimension and the frequency of occurrence of the words in the corpus. 
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2.6.3 Non-negative matrix factorization 
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has gathered the attention of researchers,          
since it is a technique that seems to have a wide range of applications. Gao et al. [20] specifies                   
that the NMF factorizes a non-negative matrix into two seperate non-negative factor matrices.             
The non-negative property is the main reason that the result of the factorization is              
interpretable for real-world problems. 
Yanez et al. [62] emphasize that NMF is a method that aims at providing part-based,               
linear representations of a non-negative instances of data by factorizing as the product of two               
low-rank non-negative matrices. The mathematical representation of the previous statement is           
that given the data matrix V, NMF would approximate the data into the non-negative factors               
W and H, V ≈ WH. The algorithm seeks to minimize a weighted factorization problem, min                
W≥0,H≥0 ||A (X ⊖ WH)||​F​, where || ||​F denotes Frobenius norm, ⊖ denotes Hadamard product, A is                 
the weighting matrix, and W,H are the factor matrices. 
NMF exhibits some differences with other models such as PCA and Vector            
Quantization, since different constraints are imposed on the matrix factors W and H as Lee et                
al. [34] note. The VQ model imposes a constraint that each column of H matrix should be a                  
unary vector with a unique element equal to unity and the rest of the elements to be equal to                   
zero. PCA is an eigenvector-based analysis and restraints the columns of W to be orthonormal               
and the rows of H to be orthogonal to each other. PCA relaxes the constraint of VQ and                  
allows a distributed representation of each element approximated by a linear combination of             
the basis. Finally, NMF only allows positive entries in the matrix factors W and H. The                
non-negative constraint of NMF can interpreted as allowing additive combinations since the            
elements of W and H would be positive. As Hoyer et al [26] notes that PCA results in an                   
additive problem can be difficult to interpret. 
There is a great variation in the NMF model, where every work is proposing a               
differentiation to the existing models. Ding et al. [15] advocates that a relation between NMF               
and K-means exists as there are both clustering methods. In their work to improve the               
performance, orthogonal NMF was proposed where the indicator matrix has an orthogonal            
constraint. Ding et al. [14] in their work are introducing another two innovative methods to               
NMF. The first one is the semiNMF, where the non-negative constraint of the original model               
is loosening. The other method is the convex-NMF, where the basis is restricted to a convex                
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mix of the data points. Finally, Gao et al. [20] proposed a method where multiple local                
centroids was used to represent the individual clusters and each data point where represented              
by the nearest centroid. To achieve this clustering method, Gao et al. [20] make use of a                 
bipartite graph and force the graph to as many connected components as the number of               
clusters to get the clustering indicator directly. 
The NMF may be widely used in a range of problems, but there are weaknesses in the                 
model that should be beared in mind as Lin [37] has documented. The most glaring weakness                
is that the algorithms are reported to have a slow rate of convergence in high-dimensional               
data. Another weakness is that the algorithm is susceptible to local minima, where the              
algorithm is unable to converge to the global minimal and is trapped to a local. To tackle the                  
previous weakness, gradient descent methods for NMF aim to provide additional flexibility. 
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3 Problem Definition 
The existence of the gap between the education and labor market is studied thoroughly              
and the conclusion is that the educational system needs to make adjustments. A major part of                
the conducted studies was established through interviews and was conducted with a limited             
research population. But, the technological advances have given access to an unprecedented            
amount of information and new techniques to extract meaning from the data have been in the                
raise. 
Disregarding the time frame of the research, a key component of the researches is the               
skills and competencies that are either required from the labor market or that are developed               
through attending courses. There are works which try to extract the hidden skills in the               
abundance of job advertisements by applying Learning Analytics techniques. The majority of            
the researches are focused on a specified sector to produce coherent results. 
Additionally to the academic research, initiatives to create skill lists which are widely             
accepted are made. These initiatives are mostly based on the usage of semantic ontologies or               
they are in the form of dictionaries. In the bibliography, there are not many attempts to report                 
the effectiveness of these initiatives. 
For a research on the gap between the education and labor market, it is essential to                
explore the educational sector. The past decade, there is a vivid interest in the online learning                
communities. These communities have achieved to attract a great number of learners,            
prestigious institutions to provide their courses and the coverage of well-known media.            
Despite the potential, the problem of the online learning community is mainly the unknown              
learning outcomes. So, the extraction of knowledge by the application of Learning Analytics             
techniques is important. 
Data should be collected for the three aforementioned sectors. The data was aimed to              
be collected via APIs of a skill ontology, a job advertisement platform, and a MOOC               
provider. The skill ontology was selected to be the ESCO since it is an ontology developed                
from the European Commission for the European labor market. The job advertisement dataset             
was chosen to be taken from an existent paper with a dataset on Workable and be                
accompanied by gathered data from Linkedin. Lastly, the MOOC provider was set to be the               
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Coursera since it is one of the most popular platforms and the provided information has a                
structure. 
A limitation that was faced in the process of collecting the data was the access to the                 
API of a MOOC provider. The MOOC provider had to give his permission along with a key                 
for access to the API. The access problem has to do with the amount of time of answering a                   
request for a key. Along with the time, they were numerous of other parameters that had to be                  
met to issue an access key such as the advertisement of the provider in a site. All these                  
reasons created a bottleneck to the research. A solution to this limitation was to implement a                
web scraping technique on a programming language such as Python or R. The definition for               
web scraping which is provided by Vargiu et al. [53] that web scraping is a set of methods                  
implemented to automatically collect information from a website and avoid completing this            
task manually. The web data is normally unstructured and typically in HTML format so web               
scraping focuses on transforming this data into a structured format in order to be stored and                
analyzed. The advantage in using one of these languages was the experiment ‘s reproduction              
along with bypassing the need for approval. 
The extraction of knowledge from the data is aimed to be done by applying learning               
analytics techniques. The most prominent technique, which is widely implemented in text            
mining to discover hidden knowledge, is Latent Dirichlet Analysis. This technique was            
selected to be used to uncover knowledge from the data previously collected. It should be               
noted that since the data was gathered and was unlabelled, there is the limitation on the use of                  
a model. Supervised learning algorithms are no applicable on datasets without the ground             
truth. In other words, applying unsupervised techniques is the only option to explore the data. 
Furthermore, it was decided that the results should be plotted. A plot can help a human                
in deriving meaning from a dataset in a short amount of time. Moreover, there are efforts to                 
develop innovative graphs, since the graphing of the data is accepted to important to format               
innovative solutions. A part of an analysis is the Exploratory Analysis, where graphs take a               
major role. 
Bridging the gap between the education and labor market is crucial since having             
employable graduate can bring economic advantages. The private sector can be benefited by             
reducing the cost of training, since graduates would be able to produce results faster.              
Universities could become more appealing and attract students. The key in bridging the gap is               
the skills which acquired through educational programs. The contribution of the current thesis             
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to this matter is the effort to measure the effectiveness of a contemporary ontology for skills,                
ESCO. The measurement of success would be the occurrences of the skills documented in              
ESCO on the job advertisements dataset. 
Finally, an effort to measure the effectiveness of increasing the employability of an             
individual through the participation in MOOCs would be taken. The measurement would be             
done by taking the results of LDA for four categories of the courses dataset and find the                 
occurences in the jobs advertisements. If the results are encouraging, the terms derived from              
LDA can be advised to be considered adding in an ontology or dictionary of skills. 
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4 Contribution 
In the following chapter, the contribution of the thesis is formulated based on the current labor                
market trends and needs as they were elaborated on the previous chapters. The pipeline was               
initially formulated based on some general process steps to conclude to the results. These              
general steps are common in Data Science and are the following: 
1) Data collection 
2) Data preprocess 
3) Modeling 
4) Visualization and interpretation of the results 
In the following parts of the chapter, each of the above steps would be described in                
detail and demonstrate the contribution to the thesis. 
 
 
4.1 Data Collection 
The data collection is the foundation for every Data Science project. The data             
collection is, also, regarded as valuable in the professional field of data scientists. The value               
in the data collection method of the thesis is that it was achieved automatically by               
implementing two programming languages R and Python. 
The data needed in the experiment should represent three different entities. These            
three entities were the education market, the labor market, and the skills that acquired through               
education to be used in the labor market. The skills dataset was selected to be gathered by a                  
web ontology, ESCO, since it adheres in the Linked Open Data initiative. The collection of               
the data would be done via the API and the programming language to be used was R. The                  
attributes that were collected and stored from the API were the skill’s title, the description of                
the title, the type of skill and the corresponding URI. The description of the title is aimed to                  
clarify confusion about the skill. The type of skill is a string with two values that classifies a                  
skill to be a skill or a knowledge. The R package rjson is implemented to convert JSON                 
objects to R objects since the script is saving the information from the API in a json format                  
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file. 
The MOOCs dataset had many difficulties in the collection. Most of MOOCs’            
providers are allowing access to their APIs only under strict criteria, which in this work case                
were not met and the access was denied. To bypass this obstacle, web scraping was               
implemented to gather information for MOOCs from the Coursera webpage. The web            
scraping was done in the Python language. The libraries which were used for the task of web                 
scraping was the urllib and bs4 python libraries. The collection of the MOOCs data was by                
collecting all the individual URL for every course through a function. After acquiring the              
URLs, a function to download the text and parse it was implemented. The web scraping               
resulted in acquiring a dataset of 659 different courses from Coursera along with their title,               
link, instructor, ratings, and description. 
The final dataset was relevant to the labor market and was consisted of two datasets.               
The first dataset was available by the work of Vidros et al. [56] and was named The                 
Employment Scam Aegean Dataset. The EMSCAD contains 17.880, in total, real-life job            
advertisements posted by Workable. Workable is an online recruitment software and the            
dataset reports to the years between 2012 and 2014. The second dataset was collected from               
StackOverflow through the API. 
 
 
4.2 Data Preprocess 
The data preprocessing is an essential phase in data mining. The data resided in the               
webpages was in HTML format and the data collection is loosely controlled which results in               
noisy data. The rvest package is an R language library which is used to ease the collection and                  
manipulation of HTML and XML format files. The aforementioned package was deployed to             
collect the Coursera dataset for the online courses. Despite the initial parsing of the rvest               
package on the text, there were issues to be addressed in the collected data. 
Coursera, being a leader in providing online courses, seeks to attract learners from             
around the globe. In this context, the courses which are offered on Coursera are not limited in                 
the English language and other languages are supported by the platform. It is impossible to               
pinpoint the language of a text during the collection phase, so this results in collecting a                
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dataset which can contain languages in various languages. The dataset which was collected             
initially consisted of 659 courses. For this reason, courses which are not available in English               
should be excluded in order to be able to formulate an analysis with the job advertisements                
dataset which is in English. So, two steps are formulated to retain the courses in English.                
Initially, the language which is used in the description of the course is detected and is saved in                  
a vector. The second step is the removal of all the courses which are not in English. After                  
applying the two first steps, courses in various languages such as Spanish and Portuguese              
were removed from the dataset, which left the data with 559 courses in English. 
The data mining technique, Latent Dirichlet Analysis, which is aimed to be used in the               
modeling phase will tokenize the text into tokens and seek to discover relations between the               
tokens. In the tokenization process, words should be exactly the same in order for LDA to                
treat as the same. With this in mind, two steps in the data preprocessing of the MOOCs                 
dataset are created. Converting all the letters into one unique case can aid in minimizing the                
noise in the text tokenization. So, the third step in the preprocessing of the MOOCs dataset is                 
the conversion of the letters to lowercase. Additionally, the fourth step was the removal of               
special characters such as punctuation marks. 
After applying the first four steps, it was observed that there was redundancy in the               
data which would affect the text mining. To alleviate this problem, three more steps were               
added in the preprocessing of the MOOCs dataset. The fifth step in total was the removal of                 
numbers. A description of a course only contains a few numbers which do not carry               
significant value in extracting the skills from the description. In this context, numbers in the               
description of a course deemed as a redundancy and were removed. Despite the removal of               
various text objects in this aforementioned steps, unrecognizable characters still existed in the             
description of the courses. So, the sixth step was the removal of the unrecognizable              
characters. The last step in preprocessing of the MOOCs dataset was the removal of extra               
spaces. 
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4.3 Modeling 
The evaluation of the effectiveness of the the ESCO ontology was set to be measured               
by using the skills from the ESCO as tokens to be found in the job advertisements. The                 
development of tools which use the ESCO as their base would initially search for the               
occurrence of the skills provided by the ontology in the job advertisements. 
The Coursera platform is classifying the available courses in ten different categories.            
To extract knowledge from the description of the courses, Latent Dirichlet Analysis would be              
implemented. The topics of LDA would be set to be the same as the available courses, which                 
means the topics would be set to be ten. The application of LDA would be accomplished by                 
the use of the quanteda package in R. The quanteda package is specially designed for natural                
language processing starting from documents and concluding to the final analysis. Except for             
the LDA, the package would assist in removing the unneeded stopwords from the text. 
In the same fashion, LDA would be implemented on the job advertisements dataset to              
mine knowledge. The topics that would be set as a hyperparameter would be ten. 
 
 
4.4 Visualization and interpretation of results 
Data visualization is viewed as an easy way to communicate results and there are              
continuous efforts to develop better graphs for that reason. A visualization method can bring              
life to data and make complex data accessible and understable to a wider audience. In other                
words, a data visualization technique carries a lot of value and it is important to every aspiring                 
data scientist. 
The skills from ESCO ontology did not occur as often as it was hoped. The terms from                 
ESCO rarely occurred to the job advertisements datasets as the following graphs are             
depicting. 
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 Picture 4: ESCO occurrences of the most frequent terms in job ads 
The above visualization is depicting the 100 most frequent skills of ESCO in job              
advertisements. Even in the most frequent terms, there are plenty whose frequency is zero. 
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 Picture 5: ESCO boxplot of the occurrences of terms in job ads 
The plotting of occurrences of all terms is just the clarification of the result concluded               
from the first graph. 
The weak results from the application of ESCO can be a result of a discrepancy in the                 
understanding of scholars around the skills and the terms used in real life job advertisements.               
Job advertisements tend to be short and avoid lengthy explanations. Moreover, it is common              
for employers to seek candidates who are adept on specific tools. For instance, an employer               
would seek a candidate who has experience on Google platforms rather than writing cloud              
computing. In other words, the terms that employers use to call for candidates might be               
different, since the terms are relevant to the employer environment, to the terms which a               
scholar defines a skill. In many occasions, the abundance in the available data can create               
solutions to problems like the aforementioned discrepancy. 
After the weak results of ESCO, it is important to try mining context out of the job                 
advertisements by applying the unsupervised learning method of LDA. The following graphs            
are the visualization of the job advertisement dataset. 
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 Picture 6: LDA visualization on first topic of job ads 
The first topic as it is represented by the red colored cycle in the previous graph                
contains mostly technological skills. This is most probably the result of the advertisements             
gathered by StackOverflow. This first topic seems to be far away from the rest of the topics                 
which are derived mainly from the Workable dataset. This phenomenon is one of the reported               
problems from LDA about the corpora and the topics in it. Technology as a topic had enough                 
instances to train a model that can categorize the instances of the topic without any ambiguity                
to other topics. 
Another thing that should be mentioned is that the used terminology between each             
online platform can differ depending on the users. Moreover, this might be an obstacle in               
developing a coherent and universally used set of skills and initiatives as ESCO should              
constantly adapt their terminology and decide which are the most efficient terms for skills to               
be adopted. 
All in all, this first topic of job advertisements mainly contains technological terms             
which are referred to knowledge such as Java, web, code, and software. Despite the              
technological terms, soft skills are existing in the terms of the first topic since the term                
“teams” is the second in this topic. This is clearly an indication that jobs in the technology                 
sector require working with a team in order to produce a successful result. So, some basic soft                 
skills even in a sector as technology are useful. 
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 Picture 7: LDA visualization on second topic of job ads 
The second topic in the job advertisement is, also, relevant to the technology sector. It               
is less technical than the first topic but reveals trends in the labor market. This topic can be                  
argued that contains freelancer positions or is looking for employees who would work from              
abroad. This statement is formulated by using as a basis the terms “follow the sun” along with                 
the experience terms in the topic and the terms for full-stack development and unique              
programs. Follow the sun is a growing in popularity type of universal knowledge workflow              
designed in order to minimize the time to market. The product is owned and advanced by a                 
production site in a timezone and handed at the end of the work shift to the following                 
production site in a different timezone. A workflow like that calls for experienced employees              
who can understand the development of the previous team and continue to produce a result.               
Projects that can be benefited from the follow-the-sun workflow are mainly intangible and             
focused on technology. This is a trend which is developed from the globalization of the labor                
market and the advances of technology which renders the place to be irrelevant. 
The massive open online courses are a disruptive innovation which led many            
researchers to Learning Analytics. More specifically, MOOCs have increased the availability           
of data to be researched. But, the amount of information is vast and unsupervised learning               
techniques are implemented to get a feeling of the data and construct a hypothesis. The results                
of the LDA would be provided in a table format. Providing the results in a different way is a                   
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great opportunity to showcase the importance of the efforts for better visualization techniques             
which can bring data into life and still provide the opportunity for a quick understanding. 
Table 1: Results of the first 5 topics of LDA in the MOOCs dataset. 
Topic1_Term Topic2_Term Topic3_Term Topic4_Term Topic5_Term 
ll models programming data health 
you problems language statistical school 
career algorithms english sigma leadership 
excel ml programs r organizations 
you_ll_learn math game visualization explain 
course_you_ll image javascript ibm agile 
centered algebra functional sql plan 
community mathematical unit earn behavior 
specifically regression code requirements people 
project_you_ll probability angular lean medicine 
applying deep css database manager 
efficiently black web proven theories 
talk optimization speaking visualizations methodologies 
job theory vocabulary intelligence relationships 
head fields react moving employees 
instructor machine interface analysts methodology 
project_centered_cour
ses neural oriented belt weight 
succeed classification server per differences 
providing solve side analysis education 
chord ai languages inference group 
 
Table 2: Results of the last 5 topics of LDA in the MOOCs dataset. 
Topic6_Term Topic7_Term Topic8_Term Topic9_Term Topic10_Term 
modules financial law cloud e 
student decisions mooc systems chinese 
videos finance music platform <U+03B7> 
negotiation marketing read services <U+03B3> 
society accounting devices infrastructure <U+03B6> 
college leading political google d 
economics companies international google_cloud_platform quiz 
https_www_coursera strategic arbitration blockchain <U+03B8> 
www_coursera_org portfolio live network hsk 
energy value past qwiklabs de 
join illinois usa service mind 
matter capital audio labs characters 
arguments  valuation legal aws myth 
lecture risk sound deploy <U+03B9> 
dna strategy studio enrolling <U+03BF> 
always corporate usa users century 
coursera_org_learn improvement billion computing <U+03BF> 
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deal trends associated big still 
activity pricing australia amazon complete_quiz_end 
relativity supply diplomacy manufacturing et 
 
The previous tables contained the terms that were classified into ten different topics by              
LDA. It can be noticed from the above tables the classified words in topics 1, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 10                     
are more general terms that are related to fields such economics, health or language learning.               
This phenomenon is reasonable since Coursera is offering courses in fields social science and              
life science. In order to be able to examine the possibility that LDA can pinpoint skills which                 
are either broader or more specific concepts, the focus would be directed to topics 2,3,4 and 9.                 
These topics are strongly related to the ICT sector and contain the previously mentioned types               
of concepts. An example of a broader and a more specific concept in the ICT sector is that                  
terms like “programming” and “math” are vague and general, but words such as “R” and               
“SQL” are limiting to a specific idea. 
In the following part of the contribution, the results of the LDA on the topics closer to                 
the ICT sector are tested to check if they are used in the job advertisements dataset. Only the                  
job advertisements which were collected from the StackOverflow and is relevant to the ICT              
sector would be used. The aforementioned dataset contains 2000 instances and the collection             
was explained in a previous chapter. It should be stated that the term “language” was               
excluded out of all the terms from the previous step, even though the term was present in the                  
ESCO list. The reason for the exclusion of the term is that it can mean different concepts                 
which are not easily distinguished. To elaborate more on the exclusion, it is not uncommon to                
job advertisement to ask the knowledge of a programming language along with speaking a              
certain language. In order to solve this disambiguity, the term was left out of the scope of                 
research. 
In order to trace the frequencies of the words from the MOOCs in the job               
advertisements from StackOverflow, a list was created and the following code snippet was             
implemented. 
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Picture 8: Code to count frequencies in jobs ads 
The results from the code above are contained in the following table. 
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. 
Picture 9: Frequencies of courses terms in job ads 
 
After an examination of the frequency table, it should be noted that abbreviations exist in the                
job advertisements. These abbreviations are “ai”, which stands for Artificial Intelligence, and            
“ml”, which stand for Machine Learning. An abbreviation is common in a specific domain              
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since all the participants can understand the meaning with ease. 
Another examination of the frequency table is that there is convergence between the             
online learning community and the labor market. This phenomenon can be explained from the              
perspective that a platform needs to create a constant stream of revenue to stay active. So,                
designing a course on the latest trends and needs of the market is a way to attract learners to                   
participate in the courses. Moreover, the teaching staff in the online courses is not limited to                
be academics, but professional can provide their experience in teaching. A possible question             
is about the effectiveness of learning the concepts, since the concepts can be used to attract                
the audience. An extension to the research on this question can be done by collecting the                
teaching material, such videos of lectures or notes, and access the effectiveness of the              
teaching method. 
The convergence of the online learning community and the labor market was based on              
applying an unsupervised learning technique on the datasets. The creation of a list which              
contains skills is arguably a difficult task. The ESCO list contains many in number terms, but                
the list was formulated by empirical studies. In the digitized era, it is important to take into                 
account the information which is uploaded on the web. An example to take into account the                
digitized information is that terms exist in ESCO with the word “programming”: 
"ICT system programming", "use object-oriented programming", "monitor programming        
finances". "use functional programming", "use scripting programming", "use concurrent         
programming", "use automatic programming", "use logic programming", "monitor        
programming", "read broadcast programming" 
where the term programming is vague and general. 
Finally, another extension could be the implementation of text analysis along with the             
ESCO ontology to strengthen the ontology and enhance the effectiveness. For instance, the             
skills are defined by using verbs, which can be argued to be redundant since job               
advertisements may avoid using verbs and limit the description to nouns. In other words, it               
would be interesting to evaluate the ESCO list after the removal of verbs. This statement is                
derived from the observation that the word programming is frequently occuring. 
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 5 Future Work 
The current thesis aimed to mine knowledge out of real life datasets from job              
advertisements and MOOCs. Moreover, a step towards measuring the effectiveness of the            
ESCO ontology on job advertisements in an offline environment was taken, since a             
development of an online tool will depend its success on the ontology. Finally, an attempt to                
evaluate the extracted skills, which were present in the description of the MOOCs dataset, are               
seeked by employers in the job advertisement dataset. 
The research can be expanded by incorporating different ontologies and dictionaries.           
There are numerous different ontologies and dictionaries such as the European e-Competence            
Framework, Body of Knowledge, AXELOS framework, E-FC3.0 and O*NET some of which            
provide a list of skills in a specific sector. The possible extension can be a comparative                
analysis between these ontologies in order to provide a view of the effectiveness of the               
contemporary lists. Another extension can possibly be an attempt in developing a hybrid             
solution out of the existing ones. 
As it was mentioned in the literature review section, the LDA is reported to have               
issues. One of these issues is the training corpora which is used to derive the model. Corpora                 
which are focused on specific topic and category has a greater possibility to provide results               
which adequately cover the topic at hand. In this context, datasets on specific fields, such as                
the Information and Technology sector, could be constructed to run an experiment focused on              
a specific field. 
The beneficial side of online learning is acknowledged in many works, but concerns             
have been voiced along with the popularity of MOOCs. These concerns are focused on their               
pedagogical aspect of the courses and their effectiveness in teaching. A future work can be               
conducted to assess the impact of MOOCs on learners. For the assessment, sentimental             
analysis, as in Wen et al. [58] ‘s work, or blog mining, as in the work of Chen [10], can be                     
implemented to find the feeling of learners and extract valuable knowledge. The data can be               
gathered from social media platforms such as Twitter or the blogs of the courses. 
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All the previous suggestions are aimed to expand the understanding in the online             
learning environment and to create a useful list of skills. Online learning is a vast society                
which keeps growing. Given the abundance of data, it is not uncommon that occurring trends               
can be ignored. But, the growing understanding through the application of learning analytics             
can solve the issue. Along with a classification of skills which is widely accepted, more               
sophisticated tools can be created. Initiatives towards this direction are being taken already             
such the creation of courses suggestion systems based on skill as the work of Zotou et al. [66].  
Learning analytics seems to be developed to extend to other sections of an individual              
life. Global trends such as the globalization in the corporate competition and the adoption of               
lifelong learning are affecting the whole society. Firms are always looking to develop the skill               
set of their employees, but the continuous development can be strenuous to a person since it                
calls for rigor effort. In the light of this, firms should seek to make adjustments in order for                  
employees to be successful both in their professional task and to acquire knowledge. Learning              
analytics can be extended to cover this aspect of learning for the workplace as Ley et al. [36]                  
have pursued in their work. 
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6 Conclusions 
The current thesis attempted to research the gap between the knowledge acquired            
through courses and the needs which the labor market asks to cover. More specifically, an               
effort was made to check the effectiveness of a list from a semantics ontology, ESCO, in                
finding the skills and competences in the labor market. 
To formulate a sound experiment, a literature review was conducted on the numerous             
concepts that were used in the experiment. The literature review covered the gap between the               
education and labor market by examining the existing work. A section about the Learning              
Analytics aimed to elaborate the emergence of this independent section of data mining.             
Another section was dedicated to the massive open online courses, which are the disruptive              
innovation that helped the emergence of the learning analytics. A section to grasp the ESCO               
ontology was, also, present in the literature review. Finally, the two remaining section of the               
literature review was about the text representation and topic modeling, which were used in the               
research. 
In the research, the implementation of the ESCO indicated that the resulting relation             
are weak. The reasons of the weak relation can be that ESCO uses longer phases which                
includes verbs. Another reason can be that abbreviations are ignored in ESCO, but it can be                
used in the labor market since the advertisements are corresponding to specific sectors. 
A valuable contribution of the thesis was the collection of data by using two different               
programming languages, which are the widely used in data science R and Python. In the data                
collection process, hurdles were present from the strict regulations in acquiring a key to the               
API of a MOOC platform. The solution was to implement a web scraping technique by using                
Python to collect the data. 
Finally, text analysis algorithms seems to be able to assist in extracting knowledge             
from unlabelled data. In this current thesis, LDA produced encouraging results which can be              
used in future researches. More specifically, the results of the LDA which was applied on the                
MOOCs dataset have a relation with the jobs advertisements dataset. This indicates that             
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MOOCs can assist an individual to acquire knowledge which is seeked by employers. In other               
words, MOOCs could potentially have effects in bridging the gap between education and             
labor market. Moreover, text analysis can be used to assist the experts in developing lists from                
real world data. 
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 Appendix 
Web scraping on the Coursera Courses 
 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import csv 
'exec(%matplotlib inline)' 
from urllib.request import urlopen 
from urllib.error import HTTPError 
from bs4 import BeautifulSoup 
 
MY_URL = 'https://www.coursera.org'#Provide the URL as a string 
 
 
def crawl_course_page(give_course_url):#Function to crawl the page of course 
    try: 
        course_page_html = urlopen(give_course_url)#opens a connection for reading 
    except HTTPError as e:#Raise an exception if the page is not found 
        print("Possible 404 page not found error " + give_course_url) 
    else: 
course_page_soup = BeautifulSoup(course_page_html, 'html.parser')#Get the text from        
the page 
        type(course_page_soup) 
        course_title = course_page_soup.find('h1', 
                                             attrs={ 
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'class':  
'H2_1pmnvep-o_O-weightNormal_s9jwp5-o_O-fontHeadline_1uu0gyz'})#Define class to   
find title 
        course_title = course_title.text#save it as text 
        course_ratings = course_page_soup.find('div', 
attrs={'class':  
'P_gjs17i-o_O-weightNormal_s9jwp5-o_O-fontBody_56f0wi'}) 
        course_ratings = course_ratings.text 
        description = course_page_soup.find('div', attrs={'class': 'content-inner'}) 
        description = description.text 
        instructors = course_page_soup.find_all('div', attrs={'class': 'Instructors'}) 
        print("Title: ", course_title) 
        authors = '' 
        for instructor in instructors: 
names = instructor.find_all('h3', attrs={'class':     
'H2_1pmnvep-o_O-weightBold_uvlhiv-o_O-bold_1byw3y2'}) 
            for name in names: 
                authors += name.text + ',' 
 
        with open(r'courses.csv', 'a', newline='') as csvfile:#Save into csv 
            fieldnames = ['title', 'authors', 'ratings', 'description']#the created fields 
            writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=fieldnames) 
            writer.writerow({ 
                'title': course_title, 
                'authors': authors, 
                'ratings': course_ratings, 
                'description': description 
            }) 
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def crawl_main_page(page_no): 
url =   
'https://www.coursera.org/courses?languages=en&query=&indices[test_all_products][page]=' 
+ str( 
page_no) +   
'&indices[test_all_products][configure][clickAnalytics]=true&indices[test_all_products][conf
igure][hitsPerPage]=' + str( 
        page_no) + '&configure[clickAnalytics]=true' 
    print(url) 
    html = urlopen(url)#opens a connection for reading 
 
    soup = BeautifulSoup(html, 'html.parser')#parsing HTML 
    type(soup) 
 
courses = soup.find_all('a', attrs={'class': 'rc-DesktopSearchCard'})#Saving the URLs of         
courses 
    for link in courses: 
        crawl_course_page(MY_URL + link['href'])#Apply the functions on every link 
 
 
i = 1 
 
while i <= 100: 
    crawl_main_page(i) 
    i += 1 
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 StackOverflow for collecting job advertisements 
library(rvest) 
library(xml2) 
library(plyr) 
library(dplyr) 
library(RCurl) 
library(stringr) 
 
assemble them all into a data.frame. 
?html_nodes 
title <- lapply(paste0('https://stackoverflow.com/jobs?med=site-ui&ref=jobs-tab&pg=',   
1:104), 
                function(title){ 
                  title %>% read_html() %>%  
                    html_nodes(".g-col10 .job-link") %>%  
                    html_text(trim=TRUE) 
  
  
                }) 
 
company <- lapply(paste0('https://stackoverflow.com/jobs?med=site-ui&ref=jobs-tab&pg=',   
1:104), 
              function(url0){ 
                url0 %>% read_html() %>%  
                  html_nodes(".-name") %>%  
                  html_text(trim=TRUE) 
              }) 
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tag <- lapply(paste0('https://stackoverflow.com/jobs?med=site-ui&ref=jobs-tab&pg=', 1:104), 
                function(url1){ 
                  url1 %>% read_html() %>%  
                    html_nodes(".no-tag-menu") %>%  
                    html_text(trim=TRUE) 
                }) 
 
pages <- lapply(paste0('https://stackoverflow.com/jobs?med=site-ui&ref=jobs-tab&pg=',   
1:104), 
              function(url2){ 
                url2 %>% read_html() %>%  
                  html_nodes(".g-col10 .job-link") %>%  
                  html_attr("href",default=NA_character_) 
              }) 
 
date <- lapply(paste0('https://stackoverflow.com/jobs?med=site-ui&ref=jobs-tab&pg=',   
1:104), 
                function(url3){ 
                  url3 %>% read_html() %>%  
                    html_nodes(".g-col") %>%  
                    html_text() 
  
  
                }) 
 
 
unlist(title) 
unlist(tag) 
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unlist(date) 
unlist(company) 
unlist(pages) 
 
 
 
df<-data.frame(date = unlist(date)) 
df1<-data.frame(title = unlist(title)) 
df2<-data.frame(company=unlist(company)) 
df3<-data.frame(tag=unlist(tag)) 
df4<-data.frame(pages=unlist(pages)) 
df_main<-cbind(df,df1,df2,df4) 
View(df_main) 
 
 
write.csv(df_main,"fIRST.csv") 
write.csv(df3,"second.csv") 
 
 
ESCO skills collection 
 
 
install.packages("rjson") 
library("rjson") 
 
fileNumber <- 1 
 
fileCSV1 <- paste("skills_",fileNumber,".csv", sep="") 
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fileLOG <- "logURL.csv" 
dataSkills <- data.frame("title", "description", "skillType", "uri", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
dataUrls <- data.frame("URLs", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
 
 
callURL <-  
"https://ec.europa.eu/esco/api/resource/related/?uri=http://data.europa.eu/esco/concept-schem
e/skills&relation=hasTopConcept&language=en&full=true" 
 
repeat{ 
    dataUrls <- rbind(dataUrls,list(callURL)) 
 
    jsonFile = paste("skills_",fileNumber,".json",sep="") 
    download.file(callURL, jsonFile) 
    result <- fromJSON(file = jsonFile) 
 
    N <- eval(parse(text=paste("length(result$\"_embedded\"$hasTopConcept)"))) 
 
    #indexes from [1...20] 
    for (i in 1:N) { 
        f1 <- eval(parse(text=paste("result$\"_embedded\"$hasTopConcept[",i,"][[1]]$title"))) 
f2 <-   
eval(parse(text=paste("result$\"_embedded\"$hasTopConcept[",i,"][[1]]$description$en$liter
al"))) 
f3 <-   
eval(parse(text=paste("result$\"_embedded\"$hasTopConcept[",i,"][[1]]$\"_links\"$hasSkillT
ype[1][[1]]$title"))) 
        f4 <- eval(parse(text=paste("result$\"_embedded\"$hasTopConcept[",i,"][[1]]$uri"))) 
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        if(is.null(f1)) f1 = "NOT FOUND IN API" 
        if(is.null(f2)) f2 = "NOT FOUND IN API" 
        if(is.null(f3)) f3 = "NOT FOUND IN API" 
        if(is.null(f4)) f4 = "NOT FOUND IN API" 
 
        dataSkills <- rbind(dataSkills,list(f1,f2,f3,f4)) 
 
    } 
 
    callURL <- eval(parse(text=paste("result$\"_links\"$\"next\"$href"))) 
    fileNumber <- fileNumber + 1 
    #if(is.null(call)){ 
    if(fileNumber>1000){ 
        break 
    } 
} 
write.table(dataUrls, file = fileLOG,row.names=FALSE, na="",col.names=FALSE, sep=";") 
write.table(dataSkills, file = fileCSV1,row.names=FALSE, na="",col.names=FALSE,     
sep=";") 
 
Latent Dirichlet Analysis on courses 
install.packages("topicmodels") 
install.packages("dplyr") 
install.packages("stringi") 
install.packages("quanteda") 
install.packages("LDAvis") 
install.packages("slam") 
install.packages("stringr") 
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install.packages("textcat") 
install.packages("rjson") 
install.packages("data.table") 
 
library(topicmodels) 
library(dplyr) 
library(stringi) 
library(quanteda) 
library(LDAvis) 
library(slam) 
library(stringr) 
library(textcat) 
library(rjson) 
library(data.table) 
 
df <- read.csv("C:/give_your_path/courses.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
 
#language detection 
df$language <- as.data.frame(textcat(df$description)) 
#keep the rows which are in the english language only 
df <- df[df$language == "english", ] 
#text to lower case 
df$description <- tolower(df$description) 
#remove all special characters 
df$description <- gsub("[[:punct:]]", " ", df$description) 
#remove numbers 
df$description <- gsub('[0-9]+', '', df$description) 
#more in order to remove regular expressions like chinese characters 
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df$description <- str_replace_all(df$description, "[^[:alnum:]]", " ") 
#remove long spaces 
df$description <- gsub("\\s+"," ",str_trim(df$description)) 
df2 <- df$description 
 
mytext <- paste(unlist(dfnewtitle$body), collapse =" ") 
mytext2 <- gsub("<code>.+?</code>", "", mytext) 
cleanFun <- function(htmlString) { 
return(gsub("<.*?>", "", htmlString)) 
} 
mytext3 <- cleanFun(mytext2) 
df2 <- gsub("\n", "", mytext3) 
 
corpus <- corpus(df2) 
 
myDfm <- dfm(tokens_remove(tokens(df2, remove_punct = TRUE), stopwords("smart")),       
ngrams = c(1,3)) 
 
 
burnin <- 500 #1000 
iter <- 1000 #1500 
keep <- 10 
 
#k is the number of topics. Please change it if you want different number of topics 
k <- 4 
mods <- LDA(myDfm, k, 
            method = "Gibbs", 
            control = list(burnin = burnin, 
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                           iter = iter, 
                           keep = keep)) 
 
testforjson <- function(mods, corpus, myDfm){  
     # Find required quantities 
     phi <- posterior(mods)$terms %>% as.matrix 
     theta <- posterior(mods)$topics %>% as.matrix 
     vocab <- colnames(phi) 
     doc_length <- vector() 
     for (i in 1:ndoc(corpus)) { 
         temp <- paste(corpus$documents$texts[[i]], collapse = ' ') 
         doc_length <- c(doc_length, stri_count(temp, regex = '\\S+')) 
 print (i) 
     } 
     freq_matrix <- data.frame(ST = featnames(myDfm), 
                               Freq = colSums(myDfm)) 
     print ("Frequency matrix is ok!") 
     # Convert to json 
     json_lda <- LDAvis::createJSON(phi = phi, theta = theta, 
                                    vocab = vocab, 
                                    doc.length = doc_length, 
                                    term.frequency = freq_matrix$Freq) 
  
     return(json_lda) 
 } 
  
mystestjson <- testforjson(mods, corpus, myDfm) 
serVis(mystestjson) 
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